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Today’s talk
Where are we in VoiceTech?

A brief history


What is GenAI?

What’s it good at

Why is it so exciting?


The future & a roadmap



Voice Tech

Audio
Dialog Acts 

Intent
Goals

What are we really solving for?

Transcription Conversation Translation



Automatic Speech Recognition
From early Voice AI through Daniel Povey to End to end systems 

Enabled by hardware advancements allowing training on 
huge data sets


Moved to statistical AI models


Started stacking models


Competitive with humans, but require(d) huge data sets 
for any language



End to end systems

• Connect the models’ ends to each other, and train the whole thing together


• Maintains statistical fuzziness through pipelines, preserving nuance

Acoustic 
model

Language 
model

Knowledge 
model

Response 
model



What about Voice 
Agents?



Siri

A static model 

Only responds with templated pre-programmed answers and simplistic textual 
response templates working with API’s.  


Good for:  “Play Madonna”, “What’s the weather?”, “Where can I eat at 6pm?”


Proved voice assistants could work at scale.  Nice work !




Alexa

Same model as Siri’s, but open access to create skills for the assistant.


Proved you could have an open ecosystem !


Multi decade revenue loss for Amazon, never made money !




Meanwhile at Google

Google was trying to make search better, and engaging in basic research 
around how to do that, which led to statistical AI research in language..



In 2016 or so, large word vector databases were revealed.  


These were created with a simplistic training mechanism, rewarding 
word co-occurence in 50-100 dimensions, but yielded emergent 
behavior (analogy spaces)



Word vectors  & Analogy space!

Not just related words, but how they are related!



This spurred people to go further



Creating sentence embeddings 
and document embeddings!

Think of these as a mathematical 
representations for what something "means”



Google used this to make 
search much better



Innovation  
in the training techniques 

To BERT and then GPT



Huge advances in AI 
acceleration hardware 

The core thing AI does is 
multiply math matrices 

NVidia was already doing 
that for games..



New insights and 
first glimpses into 

emergence
New models

New AI training 
algorithms

New hardware

Rapid innovation 
path



Generative Ai
A brief history



AI will continue to get better in this 
way for 10-25 years



Riding 3-5 innovation curves at once



Multiply those together and you get 
something new



The Singularity



The Singularity: 

technological growth becomes 

uncontrollable and irreversible, 

resulting in unforeseeable 

changes to human civilization.



2017 2023













Generative Ai
Daniel Kahneman 
• Remember System 1 & 2


• GenAI is System 1



Generative Ai
Stephen Pinker

• All languages are built on the 
same universal grammar


• the basic structures of language 
are a part of our biological 
inheritance


• There’s an engine that takes 
knowledge and grammar and 
vocabulary and generates 
language



Emulating but not copying nature



Pinker’s and Kahneman’s models both 
forming in this emerging general 
Intelligence



Already has “pretty good” 
answers to almost all questions



Its a bit crazy sometimes



Like an overworked but brilliant grad 
student


Exciting cogent answers to any question


May be wrong on the face of it


More perilous is when they look correct 
and aren’t

If you woke them up and asked them a question,  
how would it go?



Generative Ai
An instructive example













Asked a very random question

Great response!


Engaged in analytical thinking and planning

Received feedback, live, and improved its results

It demonstrated cultural sensitivity (those elves…)




1. Create Recipe for random ingredients

2. Shopping list

3. Efficient instructions for a group of arbitrary size

4. Handle multiple cultures in their own languages with 

sensitivity

How long it would take you to:

Disclaimer : we did not ask the elves what they thought of our work



What if everyone had one of 
these at their fingers tips?



Only paid for when they used? 

(Unlike a human worker) 

Already does many things much 
faster and better?



Generative Ai
How to use effectively

• Use it as is (already great)


• Give it a big chunk of text for guidance


• Use retrieval augmented generation 


• Semantic address off request to pull relevant documents 


• Use fine tuning


• Train your own



Retrieval Augmented Generation
• Index your documents


• Retrieval top n related documents


• Ask GenAI to use them as reference and answer



Retrieval Augmented Generation
• Try it!


• Think of a question you have a document that supports an answer 


• Paste that document into ChatGPT etc. with the words “with this as 
reference, (paste).   Tell me the answer to this question : <question>”


• Thats RAG - “retrieval augmented generation” its just that you did the 
retrieval… 



Generative Ai
The future

• Rapid advances in hardware


• Capitalism is very good at focusing investment


• Look for huge advances here!


• Rapid advances in algorithms


• As hardware enables people try more things faster, we advance much faster


• What took a year to do 5 years ago, we can now do in a few days to a week


• (Thats the difference between a few advances a career, and miraculous innovation)


• Vast changes ahead



Modern VoiceTech pipeline

Voice Recognition 
through GenAI end 

to end

Get Embedding for 
request

Retrieve supporting material for 
request from your knowledge 

systems

Feed original request + 
documents as context, ask 

ChatGPT for response

Great responses never before 
possible!

Clean audio with 
latest VAD, de-noise, 

etc.

User

Ask System to grade its own 
work and try again if it doesn’t 

like it

Use TTS or text output 
to send to user



Generative Ai
Call to action

AI is becoming truly intelligent


For users, its now more about teaching than training


System 1 is “solved”


Really good at many things already


Because the resource is shared, you only pay for what you use..



Generative Ai
The future

Your iPhone will run ChatGPT all by itself in 5 years


Movies will be made with no human actors


Almost any process will be planned and optimized with GenAI


All new works will be co-edited with Ai


Interactive fiction will be generated on the fly to please that particular person


Read “Dream Park”


Watch Apple’s “Knowledge Navigator” video from the 80’s!



May you live in interesting times



Thanks


